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Fantom Tweakbook

This book is intended for people who want to explore the deepest corners of their Fantom-S, 
Fantom-X and Juno-G synthesizers from Roland. It opens many invaluable sound design secrets in 
form of deep but easy-to-read, illustrated articles on synthesis, effects processing  and sampling. 
Additionally provided are lots of example patches, templates, raw sample materials and audio 
demonstrations.

The Fantom Tweakbook covers an overwhelming  amount of topics, including subtractive, 
additive and vector synthesis, ring modulation, analog  sound replication, envelope, LFO and matrix 
modulation, using effect processors as synthesis blocks, sampling  and re-sampling, advanced 
processing  of internal and external sounds, using in conjunction with other gear and much beyond. 
Combined with featured dictionary and parameter map, it is a great knowledge resource for both 
newbie and hardcore Roland users.

Copyright

All contents and materials of this book are copyright 2004-2008 Artemiy Pavlov, all rights 
reserved. Redistribution or publishing  of this book in whole or part, in any form, without an 
agreement with the author is strictly prohibited and is subject to prosecution by law.
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